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Abstract
This work is a numerical study of the use of ammonia and hydrogen in a high-pressure-dual-fuel (HPDF) combustion. The main fuels (hydrogen and ammonia) are direct injected and ignited by a small amount of direct injected pilot fuel. The fuels are injected using a dual fuel injector from Woodward L’Orange, which can induce two fuels independently at high pressures up to 1800 bar for the pilot fuel and maximum 500 bar for the main. The numerical CFD-model gets validated for of hydrogen-HPDF with experimental data. Due to safety issues at the test rig it was not possible to use ammonia in the experiments, so it is modelled using the numerical model. It is assumed that the CFD-model also gives qualitative correct results for the use of ammonia as main fuel, so a parameter study of ammonia-HPDF is made.

The results for the hydrogen-HPDF show, that hydrogen can be used in the engine without any further modifications. The combustion is very stable, and the hydrogen ignites almost immediately when it enters the combustion chamber. The results of the ammonia combustion indicate, that the HPDF combustion mode can handle ammonia effectively. It seems beneficial to inject the ammonia at higher pressures than hydrogen. Also pre-heating the ammonia can increase the combustion efficiency.
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Introduction
In times of climate change, marine propulsion systems must also increasingly reduce climate-damaging emissions. This requires innovative approaches. One way to reduce CO2 emissions in internal combustion engines is to substitute diesel through natural gas but this often goes hand in hand with methane emissions from incomplete combustion, especially when using premixed lean gas combustion. Methane is 28 times more harmful to the climate than CO2.1 A method to lower the methane emissions significantly is the use of a high-pressure direct injection of the gas into the combustion chamber.2 This gas is ignited by a small amount of pilot fuel, usually diesel and burns in diffusive combustion mode. The direct injection of the gas and the diffusive combustion enable significantly higher compression ratios and better efficiencies than premixed gas engines.

Several research groups in Canada, Japan and Europe have been working on the topic and have been able to demonstrate that methane emissions can be significantly reduced with the combustion process compared to classic natural gas engines.3–7 Nevertheless, the combustion of natural gas still produces CO2 as combustion product. Therefore there is a need for fuels that do not contain carbon in their molecular structure. Two promising fuels – which fulfill this requirement and therefore do not produce CO2 emissions – are hydrogen and ammonia. Table 1 gives an overview over Hydrogen and Ammonia compared to methane.

In a 4-year, publicly funded project, a dual-fuel injector was developed that is capable of injecting other fuels in addition to natural gas next to the auto igniting pilot fuel.11,12 This injector has been used experimentally for...
the above mentioned methane-diesel and methanol-diesel dual fuel combustion in a full optical accessible internal combustion engine in previous works.\textsuperscript{13,14} From the experiments a numerical CFD-model was developed and validated.\textsuperscript{15,16} A derived model is used in this study to investigate the substitution of methane through hydrogen or ammonia in order to find out whether these fuels are suitable for HPDF-engines.

**Hydrogen as fuel**

Hydrogen is the simplest element. Combined with oxygen it reacts to water. The stored energy of hydrogen can be used through combustion with an oxygenator or electro chemical reaction in a fuel cell. Fuel cells require a very high purity of hydrogen (99.97%, ISO14687: 2019\textsuperscript{17}) whereas combustion engines can cope with lower purities of hydrogen. Hydrogen already has a long history as standard fuel for rocket engines, especially lower and middle stages as the Vulcan engine since over 30 years, usually used in liquid state together with liquid oxygen.\textsuperscript{18}

However, in internal combustion engines also has been research.\textsuperscript{19} For example BMW built up one of the first cars with an internal combustion engine running on hydrogen in 2006.\textsuperscript{20} There was also research for stationary hydrogen gas engines in Austria.\textsuperscript{21} But the use in premixed Otto-combustion process is very challenging because of knocking or ignition because of small amounts of lubrication oil in the combustion chamber. The direct injection with diffusive combustion do not show these phonomena. Rottengruben et al. burned hydrogen in a medium bore diesel engine in the early 2000 using direct injection and auto ignition of the fuel.\textsuperscript{22} They had to heat up the intake air to about 70°C to enable a stable combustion process – which reduced the efficiency of the engine.

Nowadays the majority of hydrogen is produced via steam reformation from fossil natural gas (grey hydrogen). If hydrogen is produced using carbon capture, it is referred as blue hydrogen. However, it can also be produced by electrolysis using power from regenerative energies like wind, water or solar plants – which makes it interesting as climate-friendly future fuel (green hydrogen).\textsuperscript{23,24}

The easy hydrogen is to produce, the hard the storage of hydrogen is. Usually it is stored either in gaseous state at high pressures, or as cryogenic liquid. Both ways require a great amount of energy to be realized. Gaseous hydrogen has a comparably low volumetric energy content, which limits the range of the vehicles or ships due to huge tank sizes. In liquid state, the volumetric energy content is better, but the liquid state of hydrogen requires very low storage temperatures of 20K – which is also a big challenge, especially on vehicles or ships.

Further approaches to hydrogen storage are metal hydrides as used in the type 212 submarine used by the Italian military. The disadvantages of this storage method are the high weight and the very slow removal of the hydrogen. Therefor the chemical storage of hydrogen in heavier atoms is interesting. One example is methane, another – which is not based on carbon – to realize this is Ammonia.

**Ammonia as fuel**

Almost 50% of the world’s hydrogen production is used for ammonia production.\textsuperscript{25} Most of the worldwide ammonia production is used for agriculture and for this use transported and stored all around the world. In liquid state, the volumetric hydrogen-density in ammonia is higher than in liquid hydrogen\textsuperscript{26} so it is often considered as hydrogen carrier. Because of the already existing infrastructure for transport and storage of ammonia, the direct use as fuel becomes interesting. It can be produced by using green hydrogen with energy from renewable sources like wind, water or solar plants. The thermo-catalysis of ammonia back to hydrogen requires a high amount of energy, so the idea of using ammonia directly as fuel is interesting.\textsuperscript{26}

Ammonia already has history as an engine fuel.\textsuperscript{27} In times of the Second World War, Belgium used ammonia as fuel for buses in public transportation due to shortage of diesel fuel.\textsuperscript{28} Also in California, US, there were cars running on ammonia due to shortage in fossil fuels. The US military conducted several studies on ammonia as fuel in order to be more fuel independent.\textsuperscript{29} Ammonia is also necessary for the selective catalytic reduction for meeting the NOx-emission regulations for diesel engines and in form of urea already aboard of many internal combustion systems. Even in low concentrations, ammonia is toxic and very harmful to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hydrogen</th>
<th>Ammonia</th>
<th>Methane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical temperature</td>
<td>33.145 K</td>
<td>405.4 K</td>
<td>190.6 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical pressure</td>
<td>12.964 bar</td>
<td>113.33 bar</td>
<td>46.1 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal boiling point</td>
<td>20.369 K</td>
<td>239.823 K</td>
<td>111.2 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase state at 500 bar and 350 K</td>
<td>Supercritical</td>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>Supercritical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHV [MJ/kg]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flammability limits (%)</td>
<td>0.14–10.0</td>
<td>0.71–1.58</td>
<td>0.59–2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiabatic flame temperature</td>
<td>2110 K</td>
<td>1800 K</td>
<td>1950 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
environment, so special safety precautions must be taken when handling it.30

**Methodology**

**Structure of the HPDF-combustion**

In this work, the fuels are injected using a dual fuel injector from Woodward L’Orange, which can induce two fuels independently at high pressures up to 1800 bar for the pilot fuel and maximum 500 bar for the main fuel.12 In the HPDF combustion, the two fuels can be injected individually and independent from each other. This enables premixing, staged combustion as well as diffusive combustion.

The used numerical model is validated using data from the optical accessible single cylinder test engine described in Gleis et al.13 and Frankl and Gleis.15 Developed for methane-diesel dual fuel it is extended for the fuel combinations hydrogen/diesel and ammonia/diesel in this work. The experimental setup as well as the numerical model are described in the following.

**Experimental setup**

The numerical model used in this work is derived from previous works of the authors using the commercial software package CONVERGE CFD.31 The basis of this model is a full optical accessible single cylinder engine (see Figure 1) in the Bowditch-design.52 It is derived from a marine MTU 4000 Diesel engine, with 170 mm bore and 210 mm stroke. It has a flat cylinder head with valve masking for swirl generation. To have best optical access the piston bowl is cylindrical shaped. The used compression ratio is 17. The inlet valves use a Miller timing, to intensify the swirl at the injection point.

The engine is equipped with the Woodward L’Orange HPDF dual fuel injector.12 The Injector is centrally mounted in the cylinder head. The injector nozzle has nine holes for main fuel and nine holes for the diesel pilot injection (Figure 2). The diesel and the gas injection work independently from each other. For the experiments used in this work, injection pressures for the main fuel are 300 bar and 500 bar, for the diesel side 1000 bar and 1200 bar.14

The engine is equipped with two optical accesses; one lateral access where a LED-flash lamp is placed for illumination of the liquid spray phases, and a glass insert in a prolonged piston. Via a mirror and a beam splitter two cameras simultaneously record the flame luminosity and the OH-chemiluminescence signal.

The engine is built for maximum cylinder pressures of 300 bar and is run at 750 rpm max. The cooling of the optical piston is mainly through air ventilation, so in order not to overheat the glass, the maximum of fired cycles in a row is limited to 70. A more detailed description of the experimental setup can be found in.13,14

Experiments were made using methane and hydrogen as main fuel and diesel as pilot fuel ignition source.14 Due to safety issues at the test rig it was not yet possible to use ammonia in the experiments so it is only modelled using the numerical model described below.

**Numerical model**

A numerical model was build up and validated using data for Methane-Diesel HPDF combustion in Frankl and Gleis15 and Frankl et al.16 using the commercial software Converge CFD. In this work, the model is validated with hydrogen HPDF-combustion experiments, afterwards further reduced, and simplified to a 40°-sector to reduce the computational effort of the parameter variation study.

The 120° and the 40° models are initialized with a flow-field from a full-scale simulation model, which is initialized on experimental measured data. How the models are related to each other is shown in Figure 3.

For the initial conditions for sector models, a full-scale charge-exchange (without combustion) simulation
is made consisting of two whole cycles. Its boundaries are taken from measurements of the optical engine; the intake air temperature and pressure as well as the exhaust pressure and temperature. The flow field is initialized with a start solution with similar boundary conditions from previous work so using the second simulated cycle for combustion initialization is sufficient.

The flow field is described using the Reynolds-averaged-Navier-Stokes equations with the k-\(\varepsilon\)-RNG turbulence model and the Redlich-Kwong equation of state. The liquid spray injection is modelled using Lagrangian particles, with the Kevin-Helmholtz-Rayleigh-Taylor (KHRT) breakup model and the ‘no time counter’ (NTC) method for droplet collision. The injection rate is given by injection rate measurements of the diesel side of the injector. For a gaseous main fuel injection, a mass flow boundary is used. For this purpose, the lower part of the gas side of the injector nozzle is included into the model. For the liquid ammonia injection the liquid spray is also modelled using Lagrangian particles, the KHRT model and NTC collision.

The combustion is calculated using the SAGE Detailed Chemical Kinetics Solver with reaction mechanism resulting from a combination of the GRI3.0\(^{33}\) for methane and the Chalmers53 n-heptane mechanisms. The Chalmers 53 has been giving good results for methane-diesel HPDF in\(^{34,35}\) and the GRI3.0 is validated in literature – giving satisfying results for the laminar burning velocity in ammonia combustion\(^{10,36}\).

The hexagonal grid is of 1x1x1mm base size using fixed embeddings for the wall boundaries and liquid injection as well as adaptive mesh refinement for the velocity and temperature gradients. The edge length of the resulting minimum cell size in the domain is 0.0625 mm. Exemplary images of the grid at two crank angles can be found in the appendix.

**Further reduction of the numerical model**

In order to reduce the computational effort the 120° sector model was reduced to a 40° sector model. The gas injector is modified to have just one hole for the gas injection instead of three (see Figure 4). This changes the flow conditions in the injector sack hole and has an influence on the emerging fuel jets. So, a comparison of the results of the 120° and the 40° of the same reference point was made and compared against experimental results to examine the influence of the 40° simplifications.

Figure 5 shows an exemplary comparison between the heat release rate (HRR) from the experiment, the 120° sector (A) and the 40° sector model (B) for a methane-diesel HPDF case. As can be seen, the diesel combustion is almost identical for the 120° and the 40° sector and very close to the measured data. For the main fuel combustion there is a slightly later start of ignition and a higher premixed peak. This is a result of the different flow conditions in the nozzle sack hole because of the reduction from three holes in the 120° case to one hole in the 40° case. A second source of inaccuracy is the fact, that the ‘outer’ gas jets in the 40° sector are assumed as orientated to the rotation centre, which is not correct (see Figure 5) – so there arises a deviation from the angle for six of the nine jets where they hit the pilot diesel. The ignition of the middle gas jet is nevertheless very similar to the ignition in the 40° sector, as can be seen in the lower part of Figure 5. For a better comparison, the soot luminescence image is plotted next to the simulation. From the end of the injection, the HRR curves show a very similar behaviour for both sectors.

For the validation with the experimental HPFD-combustion data, the 120° is chosen because of the higher accuracy. For the following comparisons
between hydrogen and ammonia HPDF combustion as well as the understanding of the qualitative influence of parameters on ammonia ignition, the 40° sector is a sufficient choice.

Hydrogen high pressure dual fuel combustion

Table 2 gives an overview about the reference hydrogen HPDF-combustion point. The exact start of injection (SOI) for both fuels are taken from the high-speed images. In the following, the results of the hydrogen HPDF simulations are shown and compared to the experimental data.

The HPDF-combustion is extraordinary stable compared to premixed Dual-Fuel combustion. Figure 6 shows the variance of the cycle fluctuations in the measured pressure curves of diffusive hydrogen, methane and diesel combustion of the same load in the optical engine compared to a premixed dual fuel combustion (methane-hydrogen mix with pilot ignition) in the same engine.

It can be seen that from 356° to 360.7°CA the cylinder pressure variance

\[ Var = \frac{\sum (p - \bar{p}_{\text{mean}})^2}{(n - 1)} \]

\((p\ \text{cylinder pressure}, \ n\ \text{number of cycles})\) of the diffusive combustion cases is very similar and lies between 0.7 and 3.6. This is the time range, where the pilot combustion takes place. For the diesel case, the variance stays at this level for the main combustion. For the methane HPDF combustion, the variance has a peak 364.1°CA.

This is where the ignition of the gas jets happens. Due to inhomogeneity in the jet penetration, sometimes a jet ignites earlier or later than others do. When all methane jets are enflamed, the variance level lies just a little bit above the diesel-only combustion.

The variance of the hydrogen combustion stays comparable high for the whole time of the main combustion and returns to similar values as in the diesel or methane case after the injection has ended at 372°CA. To eliminate the variation factor, the images of the hydrogen HPDF experiments are averaged over 25 cycles for the comparison with the simulation results.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the pressure curves and the HRR from experiment and CFD-simulation. The ignition delay time of the diesel injection in the simulation is about 1°CA longer than in the experiment. Following that, the hydrogen ignition is also 1° later than in the experiment. The simulation nevertheless overestimates the pressure curve with a maximum deviation of 9% at top dead centre (TDC).

Figure 8 shows the OH*chemiluminescence images compared to the OH-isosurfaces in the simulation results at the same crank angle. At 362°CA the ignition of the hydrogen jets can be detected. The hydrogen ignites immediately when it hits the hot pilot combustion products, very close to the injector. It can be seen that the pilot combustion rotates counter clockwise because of the engines swirl. Therefore, the pilot jets are between the gas swirls when the gas injection starts. The
simulation shows this effect very well. At 364°C the hydrogen has reached the cylinder bowl and the jets are redirected along the wall. The burning areas become wider and are blown away by the swirl in a counter clockwise direction.

Looking at the flame lift-off length at 364°C and 366°C in the simulation, the OH-production seems to start immediately when the hydrogen enters the combustion chamber. This effect can also be detected in the OH*-chemiluminescence images. As shown above (see Table 1) Hydrogen has very wide flammability limits and a very high laminar flame speed. Although the hydrogen jet enters the chamber at supersonic speed, the flame is able to spread upstream in the thin shear layer between jet and surrounding air.

Also for a fuel with very wide flammability limits like hydrogen, the heat release with HPDF combustion is limited by mixing of air and fuel, which can be seen in the broadening of the OH*-chemiluminescence signal, as well as in the OH-isosurfaces in the simulation. Some of the hydrogen gathers at the piston bowl walls, which reacts after the injection has stopped (from 371.5°C on – not shown, but visible in the HRR in Figure 7).

The simulation shows deviations from the experiment especially in the HRR and pressure curve whereas the 3D results show good agreement with the experimental images. For the diesel injection, it is very difficult to match the experimental data for various reasons. First, the injector used, is a prototype-injector for research purposes. The diesel side of the injector is designed for full load diesel combustion. For the smallest quantities used (about 1%-2% of the energy content), the needle is operated in the ballistic range. In the needle seat there is a small geometric deviance from manufacturing of the prototype nozzle used, leading to an uneven opening cross section.

This is visible in the jet pattern of the pilot spray. Some of the diesel jets do almost not penetrate into the combustion chamber as shown in the left picture in Figure 9. Therefore, also the hot combustion products that work as ignition source for the hydrogen jets are not spread evenly (right picture series in Figure 9). Some of the propagating jets therefore ignite earlier than others – this effect is not great but it explains the differences in the HRR at the beginning of the hydrogen combustion.

The simulation model used in this work is not able to reproduce this asymmetry of the pilot combustion because of the assumed rotational symmetry. It would be necessary to extend the model to the complete combustion chamber geometry and to carry out a simulation of the internal nozzle flow of the diesel side of the injector – including the manufacturing deviance – in order to in order to reproduce these effects in the CFD. This would have led to extraordinary high computational cost.

Figure 7. Pressure curves and heat release rates from experiment and simulation.

Figure 8. Comparison of the OH*-chemiluminescence image on the lefts (average of 26 cycles) and the OH-isosurfaces (0.001% mass) in the simulation in the right at the beginning of the hydrogen combustion.
There is a further uncertainty regarding the injection rates used for the hydrogen injection. The injected mass per firing is measured using a Coriolis mass flow meter. However, for safety reasons, the injection rates were measured using an injection analyser with nitrogen at constant back pressure. The curves were converted to hydrogen using material values. However, the variable combustion chamber pressure can influence both the opening and closing behaviour of the nozzle needle and the flow through the nozzle hole – which changes the effective mass flow and therefore the HRR.

Apart from the relatively small and easily explainable deviations in the global curves, the model shows a good agreement with the optical images of hydrogen combustion. Because of the fact, that the numerical model, which was initially developed for methane-HPDF, gives also good results for hydrogen as main fuel, it is assumed to also produce reasonable results for other fuel-combinations.

In the following, the results of a numerical study for hydrogen and ammonia HPDF-combustion are presented.

**Numerical study of hydrogen and ammonia HPDF**

The compression end pressure for the numerical study is 90 bar. This is, because the study was performed before the experimental data was gained, and therefore based on the experiments published in Gleis et al.\(^\text{13}\) and Frankl and Gleis.\(^\text{15}\) The first hydrogen HPDF simulation was made in order to find out, if an engine process with hydrogen in HPFD combustion would be safe.

**Comparison of hydrogen and ammonia combustion**

The reference point for the numerical study is derived from the work in Frankl and Gleis.\(^\text{15}\) The used parameter for the following simulation results are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main fuel pressure</td>
<td>500 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot fuel pressure</td>
<td>1000 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel injection temperature</td>
<td>350 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI Pilot</td>
<td>717.5°CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI main fuel</td>
<td>721°CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder pressure</td>
<td>90 bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulations are initialized using a map-file for initializing the cylinder flow. The flow-field in the map file is validated with PIV-imaging from previous work.\(^\text{13}\)

Unlike hydrogen, ammonia is known for its poor flammability – the auto ignition temperature is 903K compared to 833K for hydrogen. In the reference point conditions (ammonia at 500 bar, 350K), the ammonia is injected in liquid state as can be seen in Figure 10.\(^\text{37}\)

The vaporization of the ammonia additionally needs energy form the cylinder charge that is not available for ignition. Figure 11 shows the comparison of ammonia HPDF-combustion with hydrogen using the reference point timings. The heat release curves show, that the ignition of ammonia is delayed compared to hydrogen. The peak of the HRR occurs after the injection has

---

**Table 3. Reference point conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main fuel pressure</td>
<td>500 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot fuel pressure</td>
<td>1000 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel injection temperature</td>
<td>350 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI Pilot</td>
<td>717.5°CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI main fuel</td>
<td>721°CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder pressure</td>
<td>90 bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.** Fluid data of ammonia using data from.\(^\text{37}\)

**Figure 11.** HRR and pressure of hydrogen and ammonia HPDF compared.
already stopped. Nevertheless, the abrupt release generates a similar peak pressure as in hydrogen combustion.

In addition, the form of the HRR curve indicates a mainly premixed combustion, which can be confirmed by examining the 3D data shown in Figure 12. It shows an isosurface of OH as an indicator for flame and the temperature in the $y = 0$ cut plane. The lower injection is the pilot diesel, the upper the main injection.

It can be seen, that the hydrogen almost immediately ignites when it enters the combustion chamber because it directly hits the diesel combustion. This is reasonable as this has similar been shown in Figure 8. At 722°CA there is already a flame around the tip of the hydrogen jet. In the temperature image, it can be seen that the ammonia also hits the burning diesel flame but does not yet ignite.

At 724° the ammonia as well as the burning hydrogen jets hit the piston bowl wall. The ammonia jet has displaced the combustion products of the diesel towards the bottom of the piston bowl. Only a small amount of the ammonia is reacting with the surrounding air close to the piston bowl. The laminar flame speed of ammonia is very low, and combined with the small flammability range the combustion propagates very slowly. The hydrogen also has displaced the pilot combustion products to the bottom of the bowl but a flame surrounds the hydrogen jet.

At 726° it can be seen, that in the hydrogen case, the flame blocks the hydrogen from penetrate into the crushing gap, but the ammonia almost reaches the cylinder wall. The OH surface in the ammonia case starts to grow from the bottom of the piston bowl into the areas where the ammonia jet is redirected by the piston bowl walls.

From 728° to 730°CA a much wrinkled flame develops and enflames the ammonia-air mixture. This can also be seen in the high peak in the HRR in Figure 11. In the hydrogen case, most of the combustion at this time has almost finished at 728° and the hot products are distributed in the combustion chamber. The adiabatic flame temperature of ammonia is very low compared to other fuels as methane or hydrogen, so the temperature rise through the ammonia combustion itself in the beginning is very low which in turn also does not promote faster processing of the fuel.

**Parameter variation study of ammonia combustion**

In the parameter variation study, the injection timing for ammonia as well as the injected mass is the same for all cases. The nozzle-hole diameter was adjusted in order to reach the desired injection pressures.

As studies in literature show, the equivalence ratio and the pressure have an influence on the ignition delay times. In addition, as shown above, the auto-ignition temperature of ammonia is at 903K, which is very high compared to hydrogen with 833K. A study changing the injection pressure was made at 400K injection temperature. The results are shown in Figure 13:

The ignition delay time of the ammonia combustion stays quite similar for all cases. However, the increase in the HRR gets steeper with raising pressure. This is
probably due to the higher spray impulse and therefor better mixing of the ammonia with the surrounding air.

Mainly in the lower pressure cases, it can be seen, that the vaporization energy for ammonia is also quite high. A variation of the injection temperature was made to evaluate the influence of the liquid injection temperature on the heat release rate. Figure 14 shows the results of the HRR.

It can be clearly seen, that the ignition delay of the ammonia combustion is reduced with raising temperature. The lower energy content through colder injection temperatures need more time to heat up through the surrounding cylinder temperature.

The higher the fuel temperature, the higher is the resulting peak in the HRR. Liquid ammonia requires a lot of energy for vaporization. To evaluate the influence of the phase change a simulation with injection of supercritical ammonia was made. The ammonia phase changes to supercritical at 450K. The simulation used the same geometry as for hydrogen; keeping the mass flow rate constant, this results in an injection pressure of 1065 bar. In Figure 15 the result of this is shown against the NH3 liquid case at 1065 bar.

The HRR shows that the ignition starts almost immediately when the ammonia jet hits the pilot combustion products, similar to the hydrogen case. The peak in the HRR is now 0.2°C before the EOI. The peak pressure in the supercritical case is also 10bar higher than in the liquid case and 0.6° earlier.

Looking at the OH concentration in Figure 16, it can be seen that, the tip of the jet in the supercritical case ignites when it hits the diesel combustion products whereas the liquid jet shoots just through it. The supercritical case jets begin to burn at the sides of the flanks (726°CA). In the liquid case, the jets are redirected by the piston bowl before most of it reacts.
Instead of increasing the temperature of the ammonia, one could also increase the temperature in the cylinder through a higher pilot diesel mass. Figure 17 shows the resulting HRR of a case with a doubled diesel pilot mass. It can be seen that because of the higher temperature in the combustion chamber at the start of the main injection, the ammonia ignites earlier. Nevertheless, the afterburning is comparable to the case with the standard pilot mass whereas the case with the higher ammonia temperature finishes earlier.

Discussion of the results

The comparison between hydrogen and ammonia combustion shows, that without any further actions, the ignition of ammonia is delayed. Reasons for this are its low flammability range, a high vaporization energy and high ignition temperature. The combustion is mainly premixed and shows a wrinkled flame propagation. To examine influences a parameter study of the ammonia combustion was made.

A higher injection pressure improves the mixing, and therefor the HRR is shifted early. Nevertheless, the used high pressures require a lot of energy for compressing the fuel and places high demands on the injection system. A easier way to enhance the combustion, which is already state of the art for ship engines running with heavy fuel oil, is preheating of the ammonia. A higher injection temperature of the ammonia leads to faster vaporization and better mixing. Nevertheless, the conversion of the fuel still happens suddenly, a shifting of the fuel injection to earlier times does not seem to make sense because of the expected high pressure rise gradients.

To examine the influence of the vaporization energy the ammonia was heated up to supercritical state. Because of the very high resulting injection pressure this is more of a theoretical case. But it shows that the shape of the curve approximates that of the heat release rate of hydrogen.

The easiest way to improve the ammonia ignition seems to be an increased amount of pilot fuel mass. Regarding the decarburization of the engine there has to be a trade-off between efficiency of the ammonia combustion and CO2 production of the used pilot fuel.

Conclusion

In the first part of this study a short overview about hydrogen and ammonia as fuels is given. The experimental and numerical setups of this study are presented. A 40° sector model is derived from the 120° model. A comparison of experiment, 120° sector and 40° sector is shown for a representative methane-HPDF-combustion and shows good agreement with the experimental results.

It is shown that the numerical model which was previously developed for methane is also capable of handling hydrogen as main fuel. The results of the 120° sector model are validated with experimental data and a comparison with OH*-chemiluminescence is made. The results show a good agreement of simulation and experiment.

The 40° model is used to simulate variations of hydrogen and ammonia HPDF combustion.

The simulation results show, that the hydrogen flame burns very close to the injector. This could cause problems for the long-term durability of the injection system because of the very high flame temperatures close to the injector geometry. Hydrogen burns almost exclusively diffusively and is very easy to ignite. Probably even smaller amounts of pilot diesel mass could be possible – which would further reduce the CO2 emissions of the engine. In this case, the injector would be the limiting element to produce those small injection masses. Currently, one of the requirements for HPDF engines is full-load diesel operation. This limits the smallest pilot masses.

Ammonia needs a great amount of activation energy to combust. The lower the energy the later starts the HRR. Higher injection pressure and higher fuel temperature have a positive effect on the HRR of the ammonia combustion. A greater pilot mass leads to an earlier ignition of the ammonia, but not necessary to a faster combustion.
Outlook

Ammonia is known for a high NOx production in combustion, especially when burned in lean combustion mode. In the HPDF combustion, a SCR-system is mandatory – no matter which fuel combination, so this is no argument against the technology.

The fuels investigated are both suitable for use in HPDF-combustion processes. Both present special challenges in their application. In the future, the exhaust emissions of both fuels should be investigated in detail. This has not been done in this study, because of the used mechanism in the numerical model. The GRI Mech 3.0 is known, that it does not give correct NOx prediction for ammonia/air flames. It has been used anyway because it gives good results for the burning velocities over a wide range of fuel/air ratios and the focus in this work was on ignition and flame propagation in the ammonia flame.

Because of the need of the decarbonisation of the transport sector, both fuels, hydrogen and ammonia will play a big role in future combustion systems, whereas the mixing-controlled HPDF-combustion is a fuel-flexible alternative to the classical diesel engines.
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**Appendix**

**Computational grid**

Figure A1 shows exemplary the resulting grid for the hydrogen (left) and the ammonia (right) HPDF-combustion. The cylinder head as well as the liner and the piston have a boundary fixed embedding of scale 2.

For the liquid injection there is a 2-step fixed embedding. The cells close to the nozzle exit have a cell length of 0.0625 mm whereas the second embedding have a length of 0.125 mm. The minimum cell size resulting from AMR is 0.125 mm, as close to the gas injector. For the use of ammonia as main fuel, a conical fixed embedding, similar to the diesel fixed embedding is included into the domain. The inner cell

---

**Figure A1.** Resulting grid with two-step fixed embedding for the diesel pilot and adaptive mesh refinement for the hydrogen jet.
cone has cells of 0.125 mm length, the outer cone 0.25 mm length.

**Definitions/Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CA</th>
<th>Crank angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPDF</td>
<td>High pressure dual fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRR</td>
<td>Heat release rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Selective catalytic reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>Start of Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC</td>
<td>Top Dead Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>